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Å Address the resource bottleneck in creating large annotated texts

Å Investigate using Web volunteers to annotate text
ï Define criteria for motivating volunteers

ï Define criteria of volunteer outliers

Å Create a large, hand-annotated corpus
ï Created from of balanced texts

ï Initially annotated with anaphoric information

Å Build on proposals to allow for ambiguity whilst still detecting errors

Å Develop a framework for creating large-scale annotated corpora

The ANAWIKI Project



Å Expert Annotation
ï Serengeti (developed by University of Bielefeld)

ÅDetailed anaphoric information considered Gold Standard

ÅUsed by a small group of highly trained annotators

ÅLow error and disagreement rate expected

Å Non-expert Annotation
ï Game (Phrase Detectives by University of Essex)

ÅSimple anaphoric information requested

ÅUsed by a very large group of volunteers with some training

ÅVolunteers need to be motivated to provide the correct answers

ÅAnnotations need to be graded for quality

ÅHigh error and disagreement rates expected

ÅExpert annotations will be used for training and testing

Methods of Annotation



Å Open Mind Common Sense ïSingh

Å Crater mapping (results) ïKanefsky

Å Learner / Learner2 / 1001 Paraphrases ïChklovski

Å FACTory ïCyCORP

Å Hot or Not ï8 Days

Å ESP / Phetch / Verbosity / Peekaboom ïvon Ahn

Games With A Purpose

http://clickworkers.arc.nasa.gov/top
http://clickworkers.arc.nasa.gov/LPSC
http://game.cyc.com/game.html
http://www.hotornot.com/
http://www.espgame.org/
http://www.peekaboom.org/phetch/
http://www.peekaboom.org/


Å Simple and friendly game interface

Å Easy to learn and quick to play

Å 2 tasks currently:

ï Find The Culprit (Annotation Mode)

User must identify the closest antecedent of a markable

ï Detectives Conference (Validation Mode)

User must agree/disagree with a coreference relation entered by another user

Phrase Detectives ïAn Overview



1. Find The Culprit (Annotation Mode)
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2. Detectives Conference (Validation Mode)



2. Detectives Conference (Validation Mode)



Å Users are rewarded with points
ï For making decisions (annotations)

ï For agreeing with other users

ï For being agreed with by other users
(retroactive scoring)

ï For agreeing with Gold Standard texts 
(comparative scoring)

Å Multi-user interaction
ï Points are scored by agreeing with other users 

and other users agreeing with you.

ï Top 10 users that agree with you are shown

Å User goals
ï Weekly and Monthly high score tables 

(which also appear as medals)

ï Levels based on amount of points scored

Motivating Users



Å User must complete a training mode
ï Shows how the tasks work and what to look for

ï Gives feedback on right or wrong answers

ï Provides an initial rating for the user

ï The user is kept in training mode until their rating is above the training threshold 

ï Their current rating is recorded with all their annotations

Å User is rated at random with a Gold Standard text
ï The user will return to training mode if their rating is too low

Å Preventing cheating
ï IP / cookie / session detection

ï Timing inputs

ï Using Captcha for logins

ï Manual checking of high scorers for repeated answers

Å Scoring designed to reward quality as well as quantity of answers.

Evaluating Users



Å Data expected to be noisy

Å Annotations are timed ïtoo fast or too slow can be discarded

Å Annotations from users with low rating can be discarded

Å Ambiguity can be explored

ï Implicit ambiguity (several annotators create different relations for markable)

ï Explicit ambiguity (an annotator creates several different relations for markable)

Evaluating Annotations
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